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Abstract: We have developed the biped walking robot
”MARI-1”. The robot has the light weight and 6 joints on
each leg and all control calculation is done with a DSP.
The walking pattern is made from the tip position and
direction references in X-Y-Z domain and those refer-
ences are transformed into joint angle references by the
inverse kinematics calculation. The position control of
each joint is done with the high gain P control.

In this paper, we tried an open-loop type walking. As
a result, the quasi-dynamic walking was confirmed by
checking the position of the center of the mass(COM).
The smooth walking and fast walking are also achieved
with the proposed walking pattern.

1 Introduction

It is thought that the humanoid type robot is the best
form to work in the human living environment. In the
future, it is expected to apply it in various industrial area
for a substitute of a part of human work. Thus in many
palces, the biped walking robot is studied[1].

Honda has developed the P2 on 1996, and the P3
on 1997[2]. The height of P2 is 1.82[m] and the
weight is 210[kg]. The height of P3 is 1.6[m] and the
weight is 130[kg]. And Waseda Univercity has developed
WABIAN on 1998[3]. The height of WABIAN is 1.66[m]
and the weight is 107[kg]. Both robot is made of alu-
minum or magnesium. The weight of the robot is very
heavy.
MARI-1 has been developed in our laboratory[4][10].
MARI-1 is made of mono cast nylon. Thus the weight
is very light, which is 25[kg] and the hight is 1.21[m].
The weight is very light compared with the height, thus
the less power is needed to make the robot walk and
this robot seems safe even if it is in the human living
environment.

2 Hardware Design and Control System

2.1 Frame Design

The robot has 6 joints on each leg, and each feet can
take any position and posture in the 3-dimentional space.

The frame of the robot is made of the mono cast ny-
lon. The density of mono cast nylon is little heavy com-
pare with water. And it has tough mechanical strength
and endurance . MARI-1 is very light weight due to this
material. The height of the robot is 1.21[m], the weight
is 25[kg]. The appearance of the robot is shown in Fig.1.
The controllers are located outside of the robot, thus
many wires are connected.

Fig.1: Biped Walking Robot MARI-1

And the demension of the robot is shown in Fig.2.
The thickness of the frame is 20[mm]. The foot size is
250[mm] × 120[mm] for a stable walking.
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Fig.2: Dimension of the Robot

2.2 Motors And Gears

At the initial design DC servo motors with 50:1 har-
monic gears were used as the actuators, which have ro-
tary encoders. The rated power and torque of the mo-
tors were estimated by the simulator(ROCOS) and the
results in Table2 was obtained[4] [5]. Joint numbers are
shown in Fig.3. The dotted lines denote the directions
of the rotation axes of the joint motors.

Here the rated value means the average value. Then
DC motors were selected as shown in Table1.

Table 1: Selected motors
Joint No. 1 2, 4 3, 5 6
Rated Power[W] 60 40 23 11
Rated Torque[N · m] 9.3 6.6 3.7 1.76
Peak Torque [N · m] 62.2 39.2 21.1 7.4

The robot was made with these motors. However in
the experiments, it was found the motor power and the
torque was not large enough. Thus ankle motors were
chaneged for bigger power ones. Exchaneged motors are
shown in Table3. Also all harmonic gears were exchanged
to 100:1.

Table 2: Estimated rated power and torque
Joint No. 1 2 3 4 5 6
Rated Power[W] 80 17 12 37 28 4
Rated Torque[N · m] 42 41 24 45 22 11
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Fig.3: Joints of the foot

Table 3: New selection of motors
Joint No. 1 2 3 4 5 6
Power(before)[W] 60 40 23 40 23 11
Power(after)[W] 60 40 23 40 40 23

2.3 Control System

All calculation of the control is done by one DSP
board with the TMS320C32-50MHz. The walking pro-
grams are developed on the host computer by the C lan-
guage. The control system is shown in Fig.4. In this
experiments, we only use the function of the dotted line
section.
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Fig.4: Control system

3 Walking Pattern

3.1 Inverse Kinematics

When we make the robot walk, we must think the tip
position and direction references of the both feet in the
X-Y-Z domain.

Joint angle references can be obtained to transform
the tip position and direction references by the inverse



kinematics calculation. In this experiments, the inverse
kinematics calculation is made by the Newton-Raphson
method. The coordinates about the kinematics of the
robot is shown in Fig.5. This figure shows only a right
foot case.
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Fig.5: Kinematics of the robot

There are 6 coordinates on each foot. Each coordi-
nate is placed on each joint. The base coordinate is the
body-fixed one X0 - Y0 - Z0. The relationship from the
body-fixed coordinate to the tip fixed coordinate X6 -
Y6 - Z6 can be described by the calcuration of the coor-
dinates transformation. Tip position refernces are given
by the tip position vector x = {x, y, z}, and direction
references by the posture matrix A

A =


 a11 a12 a13

a21 a22 a23

a31 a32 a33


 (1)

The first row vector ax = {a11, a21, a31}T is the unit
vector which denotes where the X6 axis points with re-
spect to the body-fixed coodinate. Similarly, the second
row vector ay and the third row vector az denotes the
direction of Y6 and Z6 axes.

Tip position and direction references are transformed
into joint angle references by the inverse kinematics cal-
culation as follows.

Suppose the reference qref = {xref , Aref}. Then the
position and the direction error vectors become

ex = xref − x (2)

ed =
1
2
(ax × axref + ay × ayref + az × azref ) (3)

Joint angle reference θ = {θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4, θ5, θ6} can be
obtained by the Newton-Raphson method.

θn−1 = θn + J−1
n en (4)

(n = 1, 2, · · ·)
where

e =
(

ex

ed

)
(5)

and J(θ) denotes the Jacobian matrix

J(θ) = − ∂e
∂θT

(6)

3.2 Generation of the Walking Pattern

When the walking pattern is generated, position refer-
ences xref = {x, y, z} in the X-Y-Z domain are decided
first. Position references are given with respect to the
body-fixed coordinate shown in Fig.5.

The orbits of the tip in X, Y and Z direction are
given as the function of the time. The orbit in the X
direction is shown in Fig.6. The footstep slide s in the
X direction is decided first and the orbit beteween each
point is connected through the sine curve.
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Fig.6: Orbit of X direction

The orbit in Y direction is shown in Fig.7. The dis-
tance d of the motion in the Y direction is decided first
and the orbit is generated similarly.
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Fig.7: Orbit of Y direction

The orbit in the Z direction is shown in Fig.8. The
height h to which the robot raises its foot is decided first
and the orbit is generated similarly.

In this experiments, the feet of the robot were kept
horizontal against the ground. Thus direction references
A was given as follows:
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Fig.8: Orbit of Z direction

A =


 0 0 1

0 1 0
−1 0 0


 (7)

The experiments was made with various values of the
parameters of the walking pattern. The values of the pa-
rameters were decided through the experiments by trial
and error.

3.3 Servo Control of Each Joint

Before the remake of the robot, the PID control, the
disturbance observer and the H∞ control were used as
the joint position control. But when the motors were
overloaded, joint angle errors were integrated and the
tracking response to the position reference was not sat-
isfactory. Thus the high gain P control is used. In this
experiments, the same high gain P control is also used.

3.4 How to give the references

Tip position and direction references are made
and transformed into joint angle references in above-
mentioned method. Those references are generated at
every 0.01[s]. All joint angle refernces are sent to the
walking program which is downloaded to the DSP. These
calculations are done off-line.

Before the walking, the robot has the initial posture
first. The initial posture is shown in Fig.9. And the
robot starts walking with given joint angle refernces.

4 Experimental Results

In the present walking experiment system, the follow-
ing data can be measured.

1. joint angles

2. motor current references on each joint

3. position of COM(the centor of the mass)

The following discussion is done with these data.
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Fig.9: Initial posture

4.1 Quasi-Dynamic Walking

It is well known that there are two kind of biped
walking. One is the static walking and the other is the
quasi-dynamic walking. The quasi-dynamic walking has
the faster walking speed and requires the less energy. If
we can make the robot walk in the quasi-dynamic walk-
ing, it can be said that the better walking is realized.

We inspect if our biped walking satisfies the condition
of the quasi-dynamic walking. In the case of the static
walking, COM is always in the range of the foot width of
the support leg. If the robot can walk stably when the
position of COM is not in the range of the foot, it can be
said that the robot makes the quasi-dynamic walking.

Parameters of the walking pattern used in the exper-
iment are shown in Table4. The range of the foot of
support leg and the position of COM in the x direction
is shown in Fig.10.

Table 4: Parameters of the experiment
Footstep slide s [cm] in x direction 7.0
Distance d [cm] in y direction 7.8
Height h [cm]in z direction 3.2
Period [s] 0.8

The solid line denotes the position of COM. One dot-
ted line denotes the inside edge of the foot of the support
leg, and another denotes the outside edge. The painted
area denotes the support polygon.

In Fig.10, the position of COM is not always in the
support polygon. Before and after of the change the
support leg to the other free leg, the period that the po-
sition of COM is out from the support polygon exists.
The robot walked stably in all the moment of this walk-
ing pattern. Thus it is confirmed that the robot did the
quasi-dynamic walking.

4.2 Calculated ZMP from the axis position

The position of COM in section 4.1 is not always located
in the support polygon. In this section, the ZMP is cal-
culated from the mesured axis positions.
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Fig.10: Range of the foot and the position of COM

The two dimensinal ZMP is given in [11].

XZMP =
n∑

k=0

mk(z′′k + gz)xk −
n∑

k=0

mk(x′′
k + gx)zk

n∑
k=0

mk(z′′k + gz) (8)

YZMP =
n∑

k=0

mk(z′′k + gz)yk −
n∑

k=0

mk(x′′
k + gy)zk

n∑
k=0

mk(z′′k + gz) (9)

Where mk is the mass of kth link, xk, yk, zk is the (x, y, z)
position mesured from the support leg tip. ′′ is the sec-
ond derivative, and gz is the gravity.
When the coordinate is shifted to the center of the body
(COB),(8)(9) are modified to the following.

[
n∑

k=0

mk(z′′k + z′′q + gz)xk

XZMP = −
n∑

k=0

mk(x′′
k + x′′

q + gx)(zk + zq)] (10)

n∑
k=0

mk(z′′k + z′′q + gz)

[
n∑

k=0

mk(z′′k + z′′q + gz)yk

Y ZMP = −
n∑

k=0

mk(y′′
k + y′′q + gy)(zk + zq)] (11)

n∑
k=0

mk(z′′k + z′′q + gz)

Where (xq, yq, zq) is the position of COB mesured from
the support leg tip.(xk, yk, zk) is the position of the kth

link mesured from the COB. Parameters for the walking
patterns are the same as Table 4.
The range of thefoot of support leg, the position of COM
and the position of ZMP in x direction are shown in
Fig11. The solid line denotes the position of ZMP.One
doted line denotes the position of COM. Two doted line
denotes the inside edge of the foot of the support leg, and
another denotes the outside edge. The shadowed area
denotes the support polygon. In Fig11, the position of
ZMP is not always in the support polygon. When the
robot lifts the free leg, or just when the free leg touches
down the floor, the ZMP approaches to the inside edge of
the support leg. And for a short period, the ZMP moves
to outside of the sole in Fig11.This is because the sole
size is assumed to be large enough in (10) and (11). The
practical understanding is that for this short period, the
robot leans to the free leg direction, and the outside edge
of the support leg sole does not fit to the floor. Authors
are now investigating the better wallking pattern from
the view point of ZMP.
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Fig.11: Range of the Foot and the position of ZMP

4.3 Effectiveness of the Servo Control

The waveforms of a joint angle θ and a joint angle
reference θref are shown in Fig.12. The high gain P con-
trol works without the error divergence and joint angle
errors were kept small.

4.4 Pattern For Better Walking

We made the experiments with various values of the
parameters. When parameters are changed, the state of
the walking changed. In this section, we make the two
kind of estimation.

4.4.1 Smooth Walking

If the required power for joints becomes large, the
walking becomes unstable and the robot falls to the
ground. To avoid the phenomena, we selected the walk-
ing pattern so that the less power is consumed. We select
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the maximum current refernce of the motor as the one
performance index for the less power walking.

The footstep slide s = 5.0[cm], the distance d =
7.6[cm] and the height h = 3.8[cm] are kept equal and
the period is only changed. The change of the period
and the maximum current reference of the joint No.2 of
the right leg is shown in Fig.13. And the approximated
power of one period of one step is shown in Fig.14.

Around 0.68[s] of one step period, both the maximum
current and the power become the least. The robot has
its own mechanical resonance frequency. It is thought
that the frequency 1/0.68[Hz] may be close to the me-
chanical resonance frequency. If the frequency of the
walking pattern is near the mechanical resonance fre-
quency, the robot could walk with the less power.
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Fig.13: Maximum current of joint No.2

4.4.2 Fast Walking

As another performance index, the speed of the walk-
ing is selected. The height h = 3.8[cm] and the period
T = 0.7[s] are kept equal and the footstep slide s is
changed. The distance d is changed according to the
change of the footstep slide s. The change of the foot-
step slide and the maximum current reference of the joint
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Fig.14: Approximated power of joint No.2

No.2 of the right leg is shown in Fig.15. And the approx-
imated power of one period is shown in Fig.16. And the
maximum current refernce and approximated power of
the joint No.4 are shown in Fig.17, and Fig.18.

The rotation axis of the joint No.2 is the roll axis.
Thus it is thought that the variation of the current does
not have so many relationship with the variation of the
footstep slide. On the other hand, the rotation axis of the
joint No.4 is the pitch axis. Thus the current increses as
the footstep slide become large. Since the current limit
of the motor on the joint No.4 is 16[A], the maximum
current refernce must be kept less than 16[A].

5 Conclusion

We developed the biped walking robot MARI-1 and
remade the frame of the robot and the motors with har-
monic gears. And we made the biped walking experi-
ments. We suceeded in making the robot do the quasi-
dynamic walking. And also we investigated the smooth
walking and the fast walking.

In future, we plan to make the robot walk faster and
we will consider the walking pattern which has the min-
imum power for joint motors.

And we plan to put the sensors on the robot and do
the feedback control from the information of the accel-
eration, gyro, and force sensors.
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